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Launched on June 11, 2008, from Cape Canaveral on 565
circular orbit with 25.6 inclination. Mission duration: 5
years, with the goal to extend it to 10 years
Two instruments onboard:
• Large Area Telescope LAT (PI - Peter Michelson, Stanford
University; managing organization - SLAC)
- main instrument, gamma-ray telescope, 20 MeV - >300 GeV
- scanning (main) mode - 20% of the sky all the time; all parts of sky
for -30 min. every 3 hours
• GLAST Burst Monitor GBM (PI - Charles Meegan, NASA/MSFC)
- 8 KeV - 40 MeV
- observes whole unocculted sky all the time, searching for gamma-
ray bursts




Mamma-ray	 Fermi LAT Collaboration
,0/Space Telescope
Japan
United States (NASA and DOE)
• California State University at Sonoma
• Goddard Space Flight Center
• Naval Research Laboratory
• Ohio State University
• Stanford University (HEPL, KIPAC and SLAC)
• University of California at Santa Cruz - SCIPP
• University of Denver
• University of Washington
• Hiroshima University
• Institute for Space and Astronautical
Science /JAXA
• RIKEN
• Tokyo Institute of Technology
Sweden













• INFN (Bari, Padova, Perugia, Pisa, Roma2,
Trieste, Udine)
• INAF
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^^_^6	 Fermi Science objectives
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
Fermi science objectives cover probably everything
in high energy astrophysics:
• Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), including Extragalactic background
light (EBL)
• Gamma-ray bursts (GRB)
• Pulsars
• Diffuse gamma-radiation 	 +
• EGRET unidentified sources
• Solar physics
• Origin of Cosmic Rays
• Dark Matter and New Physics
Mul tiwavel ength observations in cooperation with
gamma-ray, X-ray, radio, and optical telescopes
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^WkermL	 Large Area Telescope LAT
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
Heritage from OSO-III, SAS-II, COS-B, and EGRET, but:
- large field of view (2.4 sr at 1 GeV, 4 times greater than EGRET) and
large effective area (8000 cm 2 on axis at 1 GeV)
- large energy range, overlapping with EGRET under 10 GeV and with
HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS above 100 GeV, including poorly-explored
10 GeV - 100 GeV range.
- Good energy (<15% at E>100 MeV) and spatial resolution
• Unprecendent PSF for gamma-rays, >3 times better than EGRET for E>1 GeV
- Small dead time (<30 ps, factor of 4,000 better than EGRET) - GRB
time structure!
- Excellent timing (- 1 ps) to study transient sources
- No consumables - chance for longer mission!
see for details Atwood, W. B. et al. 2009, ApJ arXiv:0902.1089v1
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`/10,	 0Wks ermt	 T - e LAT Instrument OverviewMamma-raySpace Telescope
Pair-conversion gamma-ray telescope: 16 identical "towers" providing
conversion of Y into a+e- pair and determination of its arrival direction
(Tracker) and energy (Calorimeter). Covered by segmented
AntiCoincidence Detector which rejects the charged particles
background	 Y
Silicon-stripped tracker: 18 double-plane
single-side (x and y) interleaved with 3.5% X
thick (first 12) and 18% Xo thick (next 4)
tungsten converters. Strips pitch is 228 pm;
total 8.8X10 5 readout channels
Segmented Anticoincidence Detector: 89
plastic scintillator tiles and 8 flexible
scintillator ribbons. Segmentation reduces s
veto effect at high energy.
1
n
Array of 1536	 e 1.7 mHodoscopic Csl CalorimeterCsI(TI) crystals in 8 layers.
Electronics System Includes flexible, robust
hardware trigger and software filters.
Alexander Moiseev
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^Wker.i	 LAT 3 month sky map
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
205 bright sources ( sig. > 106). Paper submitted. to ApJ Suppl.
Crosses mark source locations, in Galactic coordinates. 1/3 at JbI < 10°.
Only 60 clearly associated with 3EG EGRET catalog. The sky changes! g
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^ /^ems i 	LAT bright sources
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
- based on first 3 months of sky-survey
+9D
-90
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^•	 CTA 1 - First gamma-pulsar detected by Fermi
^ame'rL
Mamma-ray	 in blind search' 
Space Telescope
• exhibits all characteristics of a young high-
energy pulsar (characteristic age —1.4 x 10 4 yr),
which powers a synchrotron pulsar wind nebula
embedded in a larger SNR.
• spin-down luminosity 1036 erg s-', sufficient
to supply the PWN with magnetic fields and
energetic electrons.
Science, November 21, 2008,
v.322, 1218
• y-ray source at /,b = 119.652, 10.468;
95% error circle radius =0.038 0 contains the X-ray
source RX J00070+7302, central to the PWN
superimposed on the radio map at 1420 MHz
• pulsar off-set from center of radio SNR; rough
estimate of the lateral speed of the pulsar is —450 km/s
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33 gamma-ray and radio pulsars (including nine ms psrs)
16 gamma-ray only pulsars
Pulses at 1/10t" real
I I I IA I I V I I I I ­ 1 I— ^ ­ ­ I I
through 2/28/2009t:UKt i puisarsyoung pulsars discovered using radio ephemeris
I. pulsars discovered in blind search
millisecond pulsars disg,ecusjqg ralaop^p^er09 12
XE
(1) LAT PSR J1907+0
(p) LAT PSR J2238+59
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(i) LAT PSR J1813-1246 	 0) LAT PSR J1826-125(
90
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^Wker.i Blind search y-ray pulsar li ht  curves
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
(a) LAT PSR J0007+7303
. ]0
U60	 ^^	 ^^E 50
(U) LAT PSR J0357+32	 (c) LAT PSR J0633+0632 LAT PSR J1418-60'





LAT PSR J1732-31	 (g) LAT PSR J1741-2054	 (h) LAT PSR J1809-23:
(k) LAT PSR J1836+59;
(m) LAT PSR J1958+ 2 846	 (n) LAT PSR J2021+4044 	 (o) LAT PSR J2032+412 i
0W`/^10,er.i	 Source Monitoring Activities
Gamma-ray
Space Telescope
• Automated Science Processing (ASP)
- Follow-up monitoring: Runs full likelihood analysis on list from source
detection step + "Data Release Plan" (DRP) sources
- Transient detection: Uses source detection (pgwave) to find all point
sources in data from each epoch (6hr, day, week)
- 2 x 10^ ph cm 2 s-' threshold (daily) for public release of non-DRP
Flare Advocates:
- LAT scientists from Galactic and Extragalactic groups examine output













3C 454.3, flux_100_300000 (Six-hours)
Entries :	 374
Y Mean : 1.5408E-63C 454.3	 Y Rms : 7.5574E-7
3C 454.3, flux_100_300000 (daily)
	
x10-5	Entries :	 188	 x10-5
	
1 . 4	 Y Mean : 2.3085E-6
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Entries :	 26
Y Mean : 2.3444E-5
Y R.nts : 1.94°2E-
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Space Te lescope	 rl'rto r rep o r# i na and c o me nA i NW o rt new as# ro rto rY'r.i c a] olb a rva# i o ku
• Announcements of Paring   sources ^ mul tiwa vel ength follow-up
• 25 blazar-related LAT ATELs have been issued since launch on
22 different sources
GLA T-LAT detection of extraordinary gamina -ray activity
in 3C 454.3
ATeI #1628. G. Tosti (I1nft,/LVFV-Pertrzia) , J. C'hiauz (,SL.a C'), B. Lott (CF'4BG1Bortleattx). F.
do Couto e Silva (SL AC)..1. F. Grove f_ildL.'4F'ir,slrr`aaiFackul. .1. G. T haver (SL.1 Ci on b half of the
GL,AST Large .area TelescQpe C(llafNvation
ar 24 Jul 2008; 14:25 UT
password Certifecalfon: GmoTo.& Nos tiCPpg.infii.it )
Suhiects: Gamma Raw', >GtV, AGN, Quasars
Referred to b.)-ATel #: 16 4, 1849
The Large Area Telescope (LAT), one of two instruments on the Gamma-ray Large area Space
Telescope (GLAST) (launched June 11, 2008), which is still in its pest-launch commissioning and
checkout phase has been monitoring extraordinarily high flux from the gamma-ray blazar 3C 454.3
since June ?8, 2008. This confirms the bright state of the source reported by AGILE (see ATel
# 159'') and by the optic al-Cf}radio observers of the GASP-WEST Project (ATel # 1635).
3C 4543 has been detected on time sc ales of hours with high significance > 5 sigma) by the LAT
Automatic Science Processing (.ASP) pipeline and the dail y light curve (E>100 McV) indicates that
the source flux has increased from the initial measurements on June 28. Although in-flight
calibration is still ongoing, preliminary analysis indicates that in the period July 10-21, 2008 the
source has been in a very high state with a flux (E>lOOh'IeV:) that is well above all previously
published values reported by both EGRET (Hartman et al. 1999, ApJS, 12. 3 ,79) and .AGILE (see
e.g. ATel #1592 and Vercellone et al. 2008. ApJ,676,1_13.).
Alexander Moiseev RICAP May 13, 2009
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^^_^6	 Multiwavelength Campa igns
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
• 3C 454.3: Jul-Oct; radio, opt, UV, Swift
• BL Lac: 15 Aug-5 Sep; opt, UV, X-ray
• PKS 2155-304: 25 Aug-6 Sep; radio, opt, UV, X-ray, TeV (HESS)
• 1 ES 1959+650: Sep-Nov
• PKS 0528+134: 27 Sep-Oct; radio, IR, opt, UV, X-ray
• 3C 273: 31 Oct-7 Feb; radio, opt, X-ray
• 3C 279: Aug—Mar; radio, opt, X-ray, TeV
• Mrk 421: Jan-May; radio, opt, X-ray, TeV (VERITAS, MAGIC)
Alexander Moiseev RICAP May 13, 2009
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Mamma-raySpace Telescope Fermi Results for Individual AGNs
1E-05	 E4D5	 3E-n.E	 4E-05	 5E-05	 BE-its	 7E-05	 .9F PIN	 9E-05
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-100% discrepancy > 1 GeV 18






Diffuse radiation: EGRET "GeV excess"
EGRET observations showed excess
emission > 1 GeV when compared ±
with conventional model tuned to
reproduce local cosmic-ray nuclei
and electron spectra
• Variety of explanations
Variations in cosmic-ray
spectra over Galaxy
Unresolved sources(pulsars, SNRs, ...)
Dark matter
Instrumental	 Alexander Moiseev
10-2100 MeV - 10 GeV 0" <_1<_ 360". 10`'<_ JbI <_20"
4'4
N.,
LAT	 —Inverse CompIsotropic 	—Bremsstrahlu









n Spectra shown for mid-latitude range -> EGRET GeV excess in this
region of the sky is not confirmed
n Sources are a minor component
n LAT errors are systematics dominated and estimated -10%
n Work to analyse and understand diffuse emission over the entire sky
19and broader energy r e edes n rogq&G	 May 13, 2009




• LAT has reported 6 hiSh-enerSy bursts since launch




long-duration bursts	 SUBJECT: ORB 0809160: Fermi LAT observation
DATE: 06/09/16 18:25:23 GMT
FROM: Nicola Ornodei at INFN(Pisa)/GLAST	




SUBJECT: GRB 0808250: Fermi-LAT observations
DATE: 08/09/05 17:45:46 GMT
FROM: Aurelien Bouvier at Stanford <bouvierCc stannford.edu >
First detection of short-duration burst at high energy




SUBJECI': Fermi-LAT observation of GRB 0810248
DATE: 08/10/2.5 14 . 07 . 58 GMT
FROM: Nicola Omodei at INFN(Pisa)/GLAST <nicola.omodei@piJnfnJt>
Alexander Moiseev RICAP May 13, 2009
Or„odei
GCN 8407
^w^ermL	 Light curves: high energy!
Mamma-ray
Space Telescope
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• For the first time,
can study time
structure > tens of
MeV.





For this burst, yy
absorption arguments
provide a stringent
lower limit of rmin = 860
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Fermi-LAT electron spectrum from 20 GeV to 1 TeV





































Total statistics collected for 6 months of Fermi LAT observations
n > 4 million electrons above 20 GeV
n > 400 electrons in last energy bin (770-1000 GeV)
Alexander Moiseev RICAP May 13, 2009
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0 AMS (2002)
M AT1C-1,2 (2008)	 )E Tang et al (1984)
X PPB—BETS (2008)	 p Kobayashi (1999)
V HESS (2008)	 *HEAT (2001)
0 FERMI(2009)	 p BETS (2001)
AE/E ± 150%
















• The measured spectrum is compatible with a power law within our current
systematic errors. The spectral index (-3.04) is harder than expected from
previous experiments and simple theoretical considerations
• "Pre-Fermi" diffusive model requires a harder electron injection spectrum(by 0.12) to fit the Fermi data, but inconsistent with positron excess
reported by Pamela if it extends to higher energy
• Additional component of electron flux from local source(s) may solve the
problem; its origin, astrophysical or exotic, is still unclear
• Valuable contribution to the calculation of X component of diffuse  gamma
radiation	 25




- Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope fully operational..
- In first few days of sky survey, the LAT corroborated many of
the great discoveries of EGRET; now finding new sources as
well;
- With 6 months of the 1 St year all-sky survey phase;
• large number of pulsars detected, many only in g-rays;
• many flaring active galaxies observed; about half not seen
by EGRET;
• Flaring sources observed along the galactic plane;
• High-energy emission seen from 6 GRBs; first time seen from
short-duration burst;
• Quiescent sun detected at high energies;
• Major progress in understanding galactic diffuse emission
- With time, Fermi will probe deeper and deeper into the high-
energy Universe
Alexander Moiseev RICAP May 13, 2009
